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ABSTRACT

        Human   amniotic    basement   membrane    (HABM)
model and  agarose drop  explant method  were used to in-
vestigate the effects  of retinoic acid ( RA ) on the invasive-
ness and adhesiveness to the basement membrane,and the
migration of a highly invasive human colorectal cancer cell
line CCL229. Results showed that 5 x  106  MRA markedly
reduced the  in  vitro invasiveness and  adhesiveness  to the
HABM,  and  the migration of  the CCL229  cells.  In addi-
tion, to elucidate the relation between expression of epider-
mal  growth factor receptor  (EGFR)  and  the invasiveness
of  the colorectal  carcinoma  cells,  two well-differentiated,
but  with different invasiveness colorectal cancer cell lines
were compared at  mRNA level for expression of EGFR  by
using EGFR  cDNA probe labeled  with digoxigenin (DIG).
Expression of  EGFR was shown  to be markedly higher in
the highly invassive  CCL229 cells than that  in the low in-
vasive  CX-1  cells.   Furthermore,  expression  of EGFR  in
RA  treated  CCL229  cells gradually  decreased with  time,
the level  being the lowest on  day 6 of  the RA treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

     As a derivative of  vitamin A, RA  can inhibit the proliferation of many malignant
cells and elicit differentiation in some  tumor cells[1- 5] .   Recent studies have shown
that RA  modulates synthesis of over 40 proteins through its nucleic receptor[6]. For
instance, RA induces  the synthesis of  fibronectin (FN)  in  certain tumor  cells and
activates the gene  coding  for B1 subunit  of laminin  (LN) causing  its expression[7,
8]. FN and  LN are  known to  be  the most  important components  of non-collagen
glycoproteins in the extracellular matrix  and are closely related  to the invasion and
metastasis of the  cancer cells.  There also  have been evidence  that RA  inhibits the
expressions of  collagenase and  stromelysin  in  some cells[9-11],  and  both  of these
two  proteolytic enzymes  are  often  overexpressed in invasive  cells.   These  results
indicate that RA  may inhibit invasion of cancer cells. Franker[12] and Nakajima[10]
independantly reported  the  inhibitive effects  of  RA  on  the  metastasis  of  human
breast cancer cell and invasion of  rat mammary cancer cell to  basement membrane.
There has been no reports  so far, however, on  the effects of RA  on the invasiveness
of colorectal cancer.
     EGFR  is a  single-chain transmembrane  glycoprotein  on  the cell  surface which
possesses tyrosine kinase activity.  The sequence  of its intracellular  portion is 90 %
homologous to  that of  the protein  coded by  v-erbβ oncogene.  EGFR  is expressed
in many cancer cells with various degrees[13-15] , and  is closely associated  with the
invasion  and metastasis  of some  cancer cells.   It is  now confirmed  that expression
of  EGFR  is  positively  correlated  to  the invasiveness  of human  breast  cancer[16],
bladder cancer[17], and gastric carcinoma cells[18]. Yasui and associates[18] demon-
strated higher expression of EGFR in human colorectal  cancer cells than that in the
normal colorectal  tissue. Bradley et a1[19] further confirmed that well-differentiated
colorectal  carcinoma had markedly higher  EGFR contents  on cell surface  than the
poorly differentiated,  but the relation between expression  of EGFR  and invasion of
the carcinoma  was inconclusive.   Using two  well-differentiated colorectal  cell  lines
but with different invasiveness, CCL229  (highly invasive) and  CX-1 (low invasive),
we investigated the differential expressions of EGFR  in the two cell lines,  and com-
paratively studied their invasiveness in vitro, related biologic  properties, and EGFR
expression prior to  and after treatment with RA.

MATERIAL AND  METHODS

Cells and cell culture
      The two human colorectal  carcinoma cell lines CCL229  and CX-1  were generous gifts of Dana-
Farber Cancer Institute  of Harvard Medical  School,  USA. The  cell lines, maintained  in  Dulbecco’s
modified  Eagle’s medium  (GIBCO, BRL)  and  supplemented with  10  %  calf serum,  were grown  in
a humidified  atmosphere  of 95 %  air /5  %  CO2 at  37℃.

Treatment  of RA  on  CCL229  cells
      CCL229 cells  at exponential growth  stage were  subcultured  and randomly  allocated  into  exper-
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imental group and control group.   The experimental  group was added with  All-trans-RA  (SIGMA)
dissolved in  absolute ethanol to  a final concentration of  5 × 10-6   M;  the control group was added
with the  same amount of absolute  ethanol.  Both  cell groups  were cultured for  72 h in humidified
95 % air  /  5  % CO2  at 37℃.

Inhibitive effects of  RA on  in vitro invasiveness of  CCL229 cells
      HABM  model established  by Liotta  et a1[20] was  used.  Cells were resuspended in DMEM me-
dia containing  RA  (final concentration 5 × 10-6    M) supplemented  with 5 %  calf serum and were
applied in  the upper  compartment;  the lower compartment was  filled with  DMEM  free from calf
serum.  The cells were  cultured for  48, 72,  96 hours respectively  in  95 %  air  /  5 %  CO2  at 37℃.
The nucleopore filter (0.45 μm pore size)  tightly attaching to the  matrix surface of the amnion was
gently removed, fixed,  and  stained with  H.E. Cells  adhering to  the filter membrane were counted
under a light  microscope.   Total number of cells  were counted  in randomly  selected 10 low  power
fields and the procedure was  repeated 4 times.

Effects of  RA on migration  of CCL229  cells
      The agarose drop  explant method[21] was  adopted, and  the procedure was repeated 4 times.

Adhesiveness of  RA treated  CCL229 cells  to the basement membrane
      Cells were seeded  onto the  upper compartment of  HABM model  (1 × 105  cells /ml),  and were
maintained  for  2, 4,  and  6  h respectively  in 95  %  air  /  5  %  CO2  at  37℃.  Supernatant  of  the  media
was withdrawn.   Adhering  cells  were  washed  3  times with  PBS  and  collected  after  digestion  with
0.25 %  trypsin  /  0.02  %  EDTA.  Cells were  counted and  the  adhesion rate  was  calculated.   The
process was repeated 4 times[22].

Effects  of  RA  on surface morphology of  CCL229 cells
      Cells treated with  RA for 72  h were seeded  on glass coverslips, and were observed with conven-
tional scanning electron microscopy.

Extraction of RNA
      RNAs  of  CCL229 cells,  CX-1  cells,  and CCL229  cells  treated with  RA  for 2,  3, 4,  5,  and 6  d
in experimental  and control  groups were extracted  using  the method  established by  Chen Yuhua
and Song  jindan[23]. OD260 / 280  values were  obtained with ultraviolet spectrophotometry, and  the
quantitation of RNA  was carried out  at OD260.

Labeling of cDNA  probe of human EGFR  and detection by hybridization
      DIG DNA Labeling and Detection  kit was a product of Boehring Manaheim Biochemica. EGFR
cDNA probe was purchased  from Yuanping Biotechnology  Company, Beijing.  EGFR  cDNA probe
is labeled  by  random  primed  incorporation  of  digoxigenin-labeled dUTP. Measurment of mRNA
activity was carried  out with conventional dot  hybridization[24].

RESULT
Inhibition  of in vitro invasiveness of  CCL229 cells  by RA
     The number of cells which penetrated the amnion in the group treated with RA
(5  ×  10 - 6  M)   was  40  % of  that of  the control group at 48, 72, 96 h respectively
indicating the inhibitive effects  of RA on  in vitro invasiveness of CCL229 cells (P <
0.01) (Fig 1).
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Effects  of RA  on  the migration  of  CCL229  cells
     The migration of cancer cells was assessed by the number of cells which migrated
out of the agarose drops and  the leading edge of the migration during a certain time
interval. The number of cells  that moved out of  the drops in the group treated with
RA were  about half  of those in the  control group (P  < 0.01),  and the  leading edge
in the experimental group was also significantly shorter than that  in the controls (P
<'0.01)  (Tab 1).

Fig 1. Effect of RA  on invasion of CCL229
              cells.  

Effects  of RA  on  the adhesiveness  of CCL229  cells
     The adhesiveness of  the  cancer cells was  evaluated  by the  adhesion rate  of the
cells to the HABM.  Fig 2 showed that the adhesiveness of CCL229 cells treated with
RA was near  30 % less than  that of the  controls (P < 0.01).

Effects  of RA  on  surface morphology  of CCL229  cells
     Scanning electron  microscopy  showed that  CCL229  cells  not treated  with  RA
assumed a fusiform shape  with strong  anchorage.  Many microspikes and  filopodia
were revealed on the surface  (Fig  3A).  After  treatment with RA,  processes  on the
cell surface significantly diminished, and the microspikes and filopodia virtually dis-
appered (Fig 3B).

Expression  of  EGFR in  the colorectal carcinoma cells
     Dot hybridization with  DIG labeled  EGFR cDNA  probe  showed that expression
of EGFR  in the highly invasive CCL229  cells was markedly higher than that  in the

Fig 2. Effect    of     RA     on    adhesion  of
              CCL229  cells.
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low invasive CX-1 cells (Fig 4).   The expression  of EGFR  in CCL229  cells treated
with  RA  (5  ×  10 -6   M)  gradually  decreased with  time, and  was hardly  detectable
on day  6 (Control not  shown).

     Fig  3.  SEM  micrograph of  CCL229 cells:  (A)  without  RA treatment,  × 1800;  (B)  with RA
                  treatment, × 2000.

    Fig 4. Expression of  EGFR  in human  colorectal  carcinoma cells. (A1, A2, A3, A4, B4
 corresponding to the CCL229 cells on 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 day after RA treatment respectively,
 control not shown; B1,  B2 indicate  GLL229 and CX-1 cells without  RA treatment
 respectively. 1.8 μg RNA each sport.))

DISCUSSION
   
     The  primary  factors  which influence  the invasiveness of  cancer  cells are  their
migration, adhesiveness to the  basement membrane and the capacity to secrete pro-
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teolytic  enzymes  to degrade  the  extracllular  matrix[25].   Our  previous study  on
the comparison of two well differentiated cell lines:  CCL229  and CX-1 cells showed
that  invasiveness,  adhesiveness  to  the basement  membrane,  as well  as  the migra-
tion of  CCL229 cells were significantly higher  than those of  CX-1 cells, respectively.
The morphology  of  the highly invasive  CCL229  cells was characterized  by numer-
ous microspikes and filopodia  on the cell  surface[26] .  These  results indicated  that
invasiveness  of  cancer  cells was  consistent  with  their  adhesiveness  and  migration,
and was correlated  to the morphology of the cell surface.  The present  study demon-
strated  that  5 ×  10 -6  M  RA had  obvious  inhibitive effects on the  in  vitro inva-
siveness,  adhesiveness  and migration  of the  CCL229 cells,  and  markedly  reduced  the
microspikes and  filopodia on  the cell surface.  Although  RA could  affect the  invasive-
hess through reducing  the migration and  adhesiveness  to the  basement  membrane,
the most  crucial factor  causing the  penetration of  the amnion  rested on the  capac-
ity  of the  cancer cells  to secrete  proteolytic  enzymes  that  degraded  the basement
membrane and matrix.   There have been reports  that  RA can inhibit  the expression
of collagenase and  stromelysin in  some cancer cells[9-11].  These  two are  the most
important  proteolytic enzymes synthesized and secreted  by the endoplasmic reticu-
lum, and  play a crucial  role in  the invasion by  cancer cells.  Further  investigations
have shown that the promoters  of the collagenase and stromelysin genes contain the
binding sites for transcription  factor  AP1, and  RA acts  through its nuclear receptor
to reduce  the  activity  of transcription  factor  AP1  and  thus inhibit  the expression
of the two enzymes[27].  It  was also  reported  that RA  can inhibit  the metastasis of
human breast carcinoma  and invasion of rat  mammary  carcinoma to  the basement
membrane[10, 12].  There  has  been no published  study, however, on  the effects  of
RA on invasiveness of colorectal carcinoma.
     The over-expression of  EGFR  in some  cancers has  received much attention.  It
appears that  expression of  EGFR  might  be used  as a  marker for  prognosis.  Salns-
burg[16] first noted  that  expression of  EGFR  in  highly invasive human breast  car-
cinoma cells was higher  than  that  in the  benign  tumors.  Neal  et al[17] confirmed
that  EGFR  was overexpressed  in  human invasive  bladder  cancer cells.   Yasui  et
al[18] observed that EGFR in metastatic carcinomas in perigastric lymph nodes was
markedly higher than  that of  primary carcinomas, and  the expression of EGFR  was
correlated to invasion, metastasis, and prognosis of gastric carcinoma.  However, the
relation between  expression of  EGFR   and invasiveness of colorectal  carcinoma  re-
mains obscure. The observation  that  EGFR  are differentially expressed in colorectal
carcinoma cells with different degree of  differentiation[19] has prompted us  to com-
pare  the  EGFR  expression of  two cell  lines which are both well differentiated  but
have very different invasiveness. Our results showed that expression of  EGFR  in the
very invasive CCL229 cells is significantly higher than  that in the low invasive CX-1
cells. In  addition, expression of  EGFR  in CCL229 cells was down regulated  as the
invasiveness  of  CCL229  cells  became  decreased  during  the  induction  by ×  10 -6 M
RA.  These  results  all  together  indicate  that  invasiveness of  colorectal carcinoma
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cells may be consistent  with the degree of  EGFR expression.  There are similar re-
ports demonstrating that  RA may inhibit expression of EGFR in some other cancer
cells. Zheng et al[28] found that  RA inhibited  EGFR  expression in human epider-
moid cancer cell line ME180 and  that the inhibitive effect was most evident when
the concentration of RA was 10 -5  M. They also showed that RA suppressed EGFR
gene transcription and mRNA levels by its nuclear receptor.  Another study reported
that  RA decreased mRNA levels of  EGFR  by 2- to 4-folds in cultured human cere-
brocervical squamous carcinoma cells [29]. To our knowledge,  our study is the first
report on the inhibition by RA of expression of EGFR in colorectal carcinoma cells.
     In conclusion,  our study  demonstrated  that  the expression  of  EGFR  is  higher
in highly  invasive colorectal  carcinoma cells  than  that  in  low  invasive colorectal
carcinoma cells; and  the decrease of  the expression of  EGFR in  a  time- and dose-
dependent manner after the cells are exposed to  RA is accompanied by a synchronous
reduction of invasiveness of the caner cells.
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